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Parastus Nepolo

AirConditioning and
Refrigeration Technician
electrical and refrigeration

trusted that inner voice and went
with his gut in registering his

the Windhoek Vocational Training
Centre (WVTC) has catapulted
Parastus Nepolo’s business into
renders services to individuals,

VTC that Nepolo started to put the
building blocks in place for what was
a prospering and successful

Born Entrepreneur

Airconditioning and Refrigeration
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desire to be his own boss, Nepolo

3

Growing Business
industrial airconditioning and
his laurels and has now ventured
into construction, real estate,
A Busy World
Airconditioning and refrigeration
and repair heating, cooling
business partnerships, which
include a lodge, bakeries and three

& Electrical also has its own
units into buildings with brackets,
piping, gas and water lines, cabling

refrigeration, airconditioning and
who take care of installations

and work late into the evening
to put together the heating or
have to return to the Windhoek

Electrical specialises in the

shops, hotels, factories and cold

Refrigeration Technician, he is
also an entrepreneur, a teacher, a

Passion for VET
Perception
in the potential of Vocational
Education and Training in

needed to build and strengthen
technical and vocational skills,
we would not have buildings,

Asked about how to deal with the
unfair societal perception under which
technical and vocational occupations
are labelled as inferior options with

passion for what he does teach

the notion that technical and vocational
training courses are not worth

Vitality
Nepolo believes in planning and
technical and vocational skills”,

and that instead of picking up a
and Refrigeration Technical
Working Group, responsible for
Ascribing his growth as an
entrepreneur to the support he

of our discipline and to support

he is a staunch supporter of the

therefore takes in Airconditioning

because we believe that we need

the Windhoek Vocational Training
Centre, where he was the

“

relevant training curricula in this

